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A new look for the old Towner Times

Greetings, readers old and new!
You may be surprised to see this
re-designed publication and so I would
like to take a moment or two of your
time to explain the new format and the
reasons why we have made some
changes.
We are still the same handy size and
we retain some colour but we have a
new name THE FRIENDS OF THE
TOWNER NEWSLETTER and a
new/old Editor. (I've been around the
Friends for quite a while now and I
edited the Towner Times for a couple
of years in the late ' 90s.) I hope you
will find the newsletters informative,
entertaining and easy on the eye. I
also hope we can persuade you to
book tickets for some of our excellent
coming attractions. We shall continue
to publish Quarterly and if there are
improvements that you'd like to
suggest, do please let me know.

Since we all moved from the old
Towner to the new (shedding a capital
letter en route) we have found that
there has been some confusion in
people's minds about which events are
being run by the Museum and which
are "ours". Towner now has its own
programme of talks, tours and events
and its own membership scheme "love
towner?" After the AGM Matthew Rowe
explained the differences between the
Towner’s members scheme and the
Friends - although of course you can be
both. Unfortunately the turn-out for the
AGM was fairly low and his words only
reached those present.

Your Committee feels that we need to
clarify the situation further and so,
rather than have a mix of items about
the activities of the Friends and the
Gallery we feel that we need to get our
own message across clearly and
succinctly. Thus the Newsletter will
bring you news of the Friends and
matters related to the Friends and it
should be read alongside the towner
literature which covers the Museum's
activities and which is readily available
from towner's welcome area.

Recently the Towner Times has been
looking particularly attractive under
Editor-in-Chief, Geoffrey Mantle, Editor
Liz Silvester and Designer Nicholas
Howell. Nicholas and Liz have,
understandably, decided that to
continue would impinge to an
unreasonable extent on their working
lives. We thank them all for their
excellent work and note with pleasure
that Nicholas has decided to remain as
a member of the Executive Committee
but with a lighter load. Geoffrey Mantle
is now recovered from his ill-health and
he too continues with the Committee.

Finally on "why change?" I must just
mention inflation and rising costs. I'm
sure I don't need to spell out that costs
have risen all round and so we have
gone for a slimmer, trimmer newsletter
which we will try to run without
advertisements.
Happy reading!

Frances Lloyd

Cover picture: Bernard Meninsky (1891-1950) ‘Landscape’ oil on canvas. Purchased in 1965
for the Towner collection. Image chosen by Elizabeth Muir-Lewis, the Friends' new Chairman.

Highlights of the AGM
The AGM was held on Thursday, 18th
March 2010 in the Town Hall. Among
those present were the Mayor of
Eastbourne who chaired the meeting,
Chairman and Vice President of the
Friends - Geoffrey Williams,
Wendy Bishop (Hon. Treasurer)
together with forty Friends.

The following isn't a complete record of
the meeting, nor is it the Minutes but I
hope that it will give you an idea of the
various topics that were discussed and
give those of you who were unable to
be present a flavour of the occasion.
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT

Geoffrey Williams stressed his
reluctance to become Chairman for a
second time. He did so following
Geoffrey Mantle's decision to stand
down for health reasons.

The Chairman noted that the Friends
had donated £24,000 to the Gallery in
the last financial year, significant
evidence of an active and supportive
organisation. Most of the money we
raised last year came from the Friends
events programme. There was
disappointment that the new Gallery
proved to be an unsuitable venue for
most events but with the support of
Gavin Davis and his team at the
Winter Garden the newly refurbished
Gold Room was found to be an
adequate replacement.

The chairman noted that the Friends
are a voluntary organisation and
thanked the Committee for their efforts.

In conclusion, he noted that these were
interesting times and with the opening
of the Birley Music Centre in 2011
Eastbourne will have a cultural complex
the envy of other provincial towns.
As Friends, our loyalty is to the Gallery
but it is clear that our organisation
makes an important contribution to the
cultural welfare of the town on a wider
front. In short, we are in good shape
and rarin' to go!
TREASURER'S REPORT

Wendy Bishop's report and accounts
were unanimously approved by the
meeting.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
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Vice-President Geoffrey Williams
was unanimously re-elected

Wendy Bishop was unanimously
re-elected as Hon.Treasurer and
Margaret Whitehead was elected
as Hon. Secretary

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

The following members were
unanimously re-elected:

Ann Gregory, Frances Lloyd, Frances
Robinson, Elizabeth Muir- Lewis,
Geoffrey Mantle, Ron Cussons,
Robin James, Nicholas Howell
and Sam Sweiry.

Michael Kaye sought election for the
first time and was elected unanimously.

At the first Committee Meeting following
the AGM, Elizabeth Muir-Lewis was
unanimously elected as Chairman of
the Friends, Michael Kaye was elected
Chairman of the Events Committee and
Frances Lloyd Editor, Friends of the
Towner Newsletter.
INCREASE IN ANNUAL
SUBSCRIPTION

The Management Committee proposed
an increase in subscription to £12 for a
single, £18 for a double and £6 for a
junior. Life membership will be £300
for a single and £350 for a double.
The motion was passed with one vote
against and will take effect from
January 1st 2011.

Bryan
Parker
The sad news of
Bryan Parker’s
death in March
reminded us of his
great contribution to the Friends
which he served as Treasurer for
several years prior to the closing of
the old gallery. He was a very good
treasurer. His quiet efficiency and
eye for detail ensured that our
finances were kept in good order
and he was a regular attender at
our events.

After the AGM, Matthew Rowe
addressed the meeting and brought us
up to date with news from the Gallery.

We hope to see more Friends at next
year's AGM - after all, it's your chance
to have your say on matters relating to
our organisation. It's no use muttering
in the corridors, do please come and
comment or, if you're a bit shy of public
speaking, find one of the Management
Committee and let them know your
concerns. We'd be happy to hear from
you. The Friends is a membership
organisation and as elected Committee
members it's our job to see that the
majority are happy with our actions
and decisions so please don't suffer
in silence!

Most of Bryan’s working life was
in banking but upon taking early
retirement he embarked on a
challenge in career counselling for
which he was admirably suited.

He also managed to fulfil a lifetime’s
ambition by securing a flying licence.
He was a member of Eastbourne
Rotary Club and for many years was
responsible for the annual carol
concert at the Congress Theatre.

A true friend of the Towner and a
great personal friend to many of us,
he will be sorely missed.

Geoffrey Williams
Vice President, Friends of the Towner

Elizabeth Muir-Lewis

Chairman’s Letter
I am delighted to be voted in as your
chairman. Plans for how we see our
organisation and how we forge
ahead are my concern.
First of all the change of venues. We
have had to try several options, but
taking soundings from members we
found that the Winter Garden Gold
Room was growing on everyone. Its
congenial and attractive refurbished
glory beginning to feel like home!
But there is no doubt it has been a
difficult time for everyone.
However, we have survived.

The transfer from the old house that
was our home for so many years took
longer than expected. To our great
disappointment we found that the New
Gallery was unsuitable for either
lectures or concerts, so your patience
was tested. But now we are in the
town centre where the action is!
This inevitably changes our direction,
while at the same time holding on to
what was good before.

So what are my aims?
What is my vision for our future?
Bearing in mind its distinguished history
and treasuring the loyal members who
have been so patient, the general
direction is the same: to provide
lectures and concerts to raise money
for charity. However we have a
wonderful opportunity to establish
ourselves as the major cultural
organisation in Eastbourne.

Photo by Mike Goss

In 2009 we presented top quality
events, and the programme so far in
2010 is outstanding. We are discussing
plans to extend our brief into interesting
areas which we will report on at a later
date. I and the committee want to
invigorate and excite our supporters.

We would like you to think of us as a
family, a club of like minds!
To experience the satisfaction and
pleasure that hearing good music
brings and the stimulus of learning
together about art and literature with
experts in their field.

One thing that I feel strongly about is
“How can we bring younger people
along with us?”

We have plans which might break the
barriers between young and old.
So our future is an exciting vision of
stimulating and quality events that will
grow over the years to provide you and
our lovely town with what it deserves.

Committee Member Profile
introducing:

Michael Kaye

Michael Kaye has had two careers in
broadcasting. The first was in the Far East
between 1964 and 1972, where he began
his radio life as an announcer at Radio Hong
Kong. He took a course at the BBC in 1965
and on his return to the Fragrant Harbour,
moved into production. He eventually
headed the current affairs radio section.
In 1969 Michael took yet another BBC
course, this time in television. Once more
in Hong Kong he became the head of
English-language TV at RTHK. He resigned
in 1972 , finally leaving Hong Kong in 1974.

Back in London Michael freelanced as
a radio journalist, a photographer for
Penthouse magazine, an associate
producer in TV and the editor of Clash,
a martial arts magazine. This last came
about because of Michael's final occupation
in Hong Kong as head of a film-dubbing
company. Somehow he managed to dub the
voice of Bruce Lee in 'Fist of Fury'. This fact
goes down very well with the students at
St. Mary's University College in Twickenham
where Michael now teaches.

Career number two. In 1977 he joined the
World Service of the BBC as a current
affairs producer. He spent a decade in
English-language broadcasting before
launching a trilingual radio station called
BBC 648. From 648 Michael moved to the
French and Portuguese services as
Assistant Head. In 1990 he was promoted
to head the German-language Service
which also had small Spanish and Italian
sections.

In 1999 he began a degree course in Art
History at the Courtauld. In 2002 he moved
to the University of Sussex to take an MA.
He is still engaged on research for a D.Phil
at Sussex.

In his leisure time Michael has spent
considerable time in the theatre. He began
his broadcasting career as an actor for
Radio Hong Kong. He became Chair of the
Hong Kong Stage Club at the age of 27.
He has acted, directed and written for the
stage. For six years he was involved with
Opera Box which performed in venues large
and small around Wales. He has sung
Papageno, a rude mechanical in Midsummer
Night's Dream, and the entire army for a
touring production of Carmen.

Michael has boxed and coxed between
London and East Sussex for fifteen years.
He and his partner, Anne, have now made
the definitive move to Wilmington.
For five years Michael had the pleasure
of working with Owen Boydell on the
Eastbourne Victorian Festival.

In 1994 Michael quit the BBC, after a
Now he has joined the Friends of the
bilious attack of the Birts. He continued to
broadcast as a freelance for the Corporation Towner. He says he already feels at home.
Sheer histrionics.
but was increasingly restless.

Committee Member Profile
introducing:

Margaret Whitehead

Margaret has rejoined the Friends
Committee after an absence of some
years. She was first involved when
Jack Furner was Chairman and then
Anne Walby when she took over from
Jack.

She has interests in a broad spectrum
of the arts, being a published poet,
a member of the East Dean Players,
the Eastbourne Choral Society and the
Sussex Opera & Ballet Society.
She is also a school governor, a
member of the W.I. and was on the
Board of Trustees of the Eastbourne
Credit Union.

Her contact with Towner was made
some 20 or more years ago when she
was employed by Eastbourne Borough
Council and became friendly with both
Penny Johnson and latterly Fiona
Robertson, both previous Curators.

She enjoys cooking for friends, and
practising singing - she is involved in
a trio called The Melody Makers who
perform songs and give readings at
charity and other events. In this latest
endeavour she is grateful for the
support of our new chairman, Elizabeth
Muir-Lewis in helping her bring her
performance up to standard. She is
looking forward to her re-acquaintance
with the Friends Committee as they
support the new gallery.

A WINTER EVENT TO LOOK FORWARD TO......
This is to give you advance notice of a very special event taking place in
November. Music lovers should put Sunday, November 7th in their diaries
for an afternoon concert at Glyndebourne (2.30-4.30 pm).
The concert of opera and song will be given by the Royal College of Music
Singers and hosted by Nick Sears (Head of the Vocal Department).
Tickets are priced at £15 - sorry but no concessions. I know November seems
far away but you might like to earmark the date as this is expected to be a very
popular event!
You will be able to order on the Events form in the Autumn edition of the
magazine. Please note that transport will not be provided.

REVIEW

Timothy Orpen

Towner Friends presented
a superb clarinet and
piano evening
Review by Robin Gregory

April 20th at the Gold Room was
an evening which will long be
remembered as a feast served up
by two talented young musicians:
clarinettist Timothy Orpen and
pianist Alison Farr.

Both overcame initial extraneous noise
from elsewhere in the Winter Garden
by the simple expedient of ignoring it
and playing their programme of
Austro-German music so well that the
audience ignored the distraction too.

Mozart’s Violin Sonata K378 wore
its clarinet transcription well. Both performers showed great expressiveness
in the long, melodic lines of the second
movement, and relished the rhythmic
vitality of the third movement finale.
Timothy then played unaccompanied
a contemporary work by Widmann:
fiendishly difficult, with recurring
multi-phonics and dazzling runs.
Whereas one feels that in some
modern pieces the soloist could get
away with any and every error, this
(even at first hearing) was shapely and
logical, and there was no doubt that we
had the right notes, in the right order,
with the right tempi. It was musical
show-off at its most arresting. The first
half ended with Schumann’s 1849
three-movement Fantaisiestücke. The
song-like melodies led tenderly into the
confident assertiveness of the finale,
clarinet and piano in perfect accord.

Carl Reinecke (1824-1910) has fallen
off today’s radar. Prolific and successful
in his day, he deserves re-discovery:
and his four-movement Undine Sonata
(originally for flute) was given an
enticing outing. Possibly pianists
discourage
clarinettists from
including it, for
the piano part is
very demanding.
No problems on
this occasion:
the Orpen/Farr
duo was
fully in command
of the compelling,
melodious and
surprisingly
Alison Farr
haunting music.

The better-known work with which they
ended the evening, Weber’s Grand Duo
Concertant, is even more of a pianistic
challenge, but the performance was a
collaborative treasure, every nuance
well-digested, every difficulty rendered
invisible.

The new Towner Gallery should be
proud to have Friends who can raise
money in such a masterly fashion.

COMING ATTRACTIONS - BOOK NOW!

Vivien Heffernan

Tuesday 1 June, 7.30pm. Gold Room, Winter Garden

Talk

Why were there so few women artists before
the 20th century? Were they less talented?
Less inspired?
Less able than men?
The background to this fascinating
subject will be explored by looking at
the policies of the teaching academies
in the 18th century and at the women
who succeeded despite the obstacles.
Artists will include Artemisia
Gentileschi. Angelica Kauffman,

Vigee LeBrun, and nearer our own
time Morisot, Gwen John, Laura Knight.
Georgia O'Keeffe and Paula Rego.
The discussion suggests how sexual
equality and equal opportunities may
have enabled women to achieve artistic
recognition.

Roberto Ortiz
Tenor

Tuesday 29 June, 7.30pm.
Gold Room, Winter Garden

The exciting young Mexican tenor Roberto
Ortiz will appear for the friends in June.

Called "The New Domingo" Roberto is
combining his advanced studies at the
Royal Academy of Music.

His programme will include songs and arias
by Monteverdi, Handel, Mozart, Verdi,
Schubert, Quilter, Reynaldo Hahn, Tosti
and Rossini.

A positive feast of great music.

Gabriel Woolf on Dylan Thomas
Tuesday 6 July, 7.30pm. Winter Garden

Actor, writer, renowned for his literary portraits of
great writers and poets, Gabriel Woolf will present a
wonderful talk about the great Welsh poet, Dylan
Thomas, called “Once below a time”.
He will present a rich picture of Thomas, word long,
outrageous and lyrical, startling phrases and witty
description, to bring this extraordinary, often drunk
and sometimes penniless poet to life.
Not to be missed!

Gabriel Woolf’s first life was as an actor, on stage,
television and film. His second was in radio, and his
last on the platform performing his own literary
portraits.

Michael McQuaid's

Late Hour Boys

Tuesday 13 July, 7.30pm. Winter Garden

Australian musicians enjoy a very
special place in the history of jazz.
It was in the late forties that pianist
Graeme Bell brought his Australian
Jazz Band to Europe and can be said
to have sparked off the traditional jazz
revival with a brand of infectious
foot-tapping music that sounds as fresh
today as it did sixty years ago.

Michael McQuaid’s Late Hour Boys are
true bearers of the flame, performing
hot jazz with a distinctly Australian
twist. Inspired by Aussie jazz pioneers
like Bell and Ade Monsbourgh, they
perform Australian original tunes as
well as the classics of the 1920s and
30s.

Liam O’Connell’s swinging banjo lays
down an irresistible pulse while Mark
Elton’s bass provides a rock-solid
foundation. Reedsman Jason Downes
is one of the hottest young clarinettists
in Australia while impressive
multi-instrumentalist Michael McQuaid
is a truly outstanding musician. Ian
Smith is renowned as one of the
greatest washboard players and his
driving drumming and sweet vocals
always entertain.

Expect earthy blues numbers, fun
swing tunes and red hot driving jazz
all delivered with an Aussie accent!

Janet Canetty-Clarke

Tuesday 27 July, 7.30pm. Winter Garden

Janet is perhaps the
finest speaker on
music in the country.
Recently she lectured at Covent
Garden and St.John's Smith Square
and over many years has lectured at
Cambridge and many of our top
Universities.
Her talk about Stravinsky's "Rakes
Progress" is not to be missed. She
will discuss the eight oil paintings
of Hogarth which inspired him and
W.H. Auden (Librettist) A ballet,
choreographed by Dame Ninette de
Valois with music by Gavin Gordon,

and a film by Sydney Gilliat and Frank
Launder, starring Lili Palmer and Rex
Harrison. This will coincide with the
historic revival of Stravinsky's opera at
Glyndebourne, sets and costumes by
David Hockney. There will be
audio-visual illustrations.
Janet Canetty-Clarke is well known in
Eastbourne and her return to speak
for the Friends will be welcomed by
everyone who knows her fascinating
and impeccably researched talks.
As well as a speaker on music and
art, Janet is a conductor, pianist and
accompanist.

Grace Robertson on Picture Post
Tuesday 10 August, 7.30pm. Winter Garden

Grace Robertson was among the female pioneers of
photo journalism from the 1960s onwards.
She worked on the legendary photo journalism
magazine called “Picture Post”.

In this talk she will illustrate and talk about the
renowned photographers of that time, and the history
of what was the most illustrious magazine of its era.
She will also talk about her own career in a world that
was male dominated, and how she rose to become
one of the finest photographers of her generation.

Ronan Magill

Composer/piano

Tuesday 7 September, 7.30pm. Gold Room, Winter Garden

Ronan Magill
was born of Irish
parents in
Sheffield in 1954.
He was a founder member of the
Yehudi Menuhin School. After studies
with Fanny Waterman, he met
Benjamin Britten who became his
musical mentor while at school at
Ampleforth and later as a student at
the Royal College of Music.
He studied with David Parkhouse and
John Barstow for piano and with Philip
Cannon for composition, graduating
with the Hopkinson Gold Medal for
piano and the Cobbet prize for
composition. After his acclaimed
Wigmore Hall and South Bank debuts
in 1974, he moved to Paris to study
with Yvonne Lefebure at the

Conservatoire, where he won the
Premier Prix for piano and thereafter
gave many concerts and frequently
appeared on French radio and
television.

In 1994 Ronan won the third British
Contemporary Piano competition
leading to appearances throughout the
UK, including the 1995 Huddersfield
International Contemporary Music
Festival. Since then he has given
recitals at the South Bank , and
concerto performances with the Royal
Philharmonic and Philharmonia
Orchestras. He has performed many
of his own compositions at leading
venues. The première of TITANIC
was given at the Salle Gaveau, Paris
in 1988.

Paul Atterbury

Lutyens and Jekyll

Tuesday 28 September, 7.30pm. Gold Room, Winter Garden

Paul Atterbury,
familiar to many
through his
twenty years of
appearances on the Antiques Road
Show , explores the remarkable
partnership of Sir Edward Lutyens
and the extraordinary gardener
Gertrude Jekyll and shows us how
their ideas still inspire us today.

Paul Atterbury will illustrate with
remarkable pictures which will show
how these two people saw the joining
of two important aspects of
architecture and the way to embellish
with fine and glorious gardens.

Be sure to book!

WHATʼS ON AT TOWNER?
from the original bequest
which formed the Towner
permanent collection
in 1923.

1st May to 26th September
Free admission.

A Walk in the Park:
Images of the South Downs

Depictions of the South Downs drawn
from the Towner Collection to celebrate
the creation of the new South Downs
National Park. The display includes
a selection of traditional and
contemporary art works from Towner's
renowned collection including works

For the duration of A
WALK IN THE PARK, the
Collection Gallery will
house a second display
entitled TIDE LINES;
RETRACING A STORY.

This display is curated by young
people from Lewes and Eastbourne
Virtual College, a school that provides
an alternative education for pupils that
have been excluded from mainstream
school.
For full details, please see Towner's
own colourful leaflets available from
the Welcome Desk at the Museum.
Above left: ‘Falling’ (Acrylic on paper)
1995. By Roy Trollope 1933-2008

8th May- 31st May

Piers and
Promenades

An exploration of
Eastbourne's
majestic seaside heritage.

Free admission.

Left: ‘The Pier’
By Charles Bartlett

REVIEW
Robin Gregory reviews
a brilliant talk by

Paul James
By Royal Command
In her Introduction, Ann Gregory
mentioned
the
speaker’s
remarkable career as writer,
broadcaster and speaker. With
ninety-four books and over a
thousand radio and television
programmes to his name, it came as
little surprise to the Friends’
audience that Paul James was the
master of his facts. What was just
as welcome were the fluency and
warmth of his presentation.
Eschewing visual aids entirely, Paul
had the audience hanging on his
every word; and each word was not
only chosen with care, but presented
with cultivated ease. He began by
passing on the tip for achieving a
swift change of costume which the
Queen had learnt from Danny La
Rue, then he leapt back to the days
of the strolling players who were so
much a part of King Alfred’s court.

We heard how Bart’s Hospital owed
its origins to an early Court Jester’s
fame and influence; and were
reminded that in Elizabeth the First’s

reign theatres acquired their
rounded shape and a roof against
the inclement English weather.
At that time, the Queen took a great
interest in matters theatrical, and
was
present
at
the
first
performances of both “A Comedy of
Errors” and “Midsummer Night’s
Dream”.

As the talk progressed we realised
just how closely many monarchs
were involved with theatre. Charles
the First’s jester was knighted, and
George III allowed the Windsor
Theatre to become the first “Theatre
Royal”. It was, however, Victoria
and Albert who were among the
most devoted theatre-goers of all the
royals:
a dedication which,
surprisingly, Victoria carried on even
after the early death of her beloved
Consort.

She may have disapproved of so
much that her son Edward got up to;
but he too was a lover of the theatre,
especially in the shape of actresses.
After he bought Sandringham he
invited Tree’s company to play there,
notably in “Quality Street”.

There was so much to enjoy in this
talk, which came right up to date.
We were taken through the history
of Royal Command Performances,
and told how Liberace wept as he
heard that the Royal Variety show
he was to take part in had been
cancelled.

We were introduced to Princess
Margaret’s use of the theatre to raise
funds for Pilgrim’s School for
Asthmatics in Seaford, and were
interested to know that Prince
Edward, having abandoned his
attempts to be a “normal”
theatre-professional, now supports
the Marlowe Theatre in Canterbury.
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We heard details of the young
Princesses’
performances
in
pantomime at Windsor during the
war. The examples came thick and
fast, but never to confuse. All were
infused with Paul’s love of his
subject and his wonderful way with
words. If you missed this talk at the
Gold Room on May 11th, you
missed a treat.

Co-opted Member Philip Anson
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Margaret Whitehead
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Forthcoming Events

Tuesday 1 June
Vivien Heffernan
Women as Painters

Tuesday 29 June
Roberto Ortiz
Opera Recital

Tuesday 6 July
Gabriel Woolf
on Dylan Thomas

Tuesday 7 Sept
Ronan Magill
International Pianist

Tuesday 13 July
Michael McQuaidʼs
ʻLate Hour Boysʼ
Jazz Evening

Tuesday 27 July
Janet Canetty-Clarke
Hogarth, Stravinsky
and David Hockney

Tuesday 10 August
Grace Robertson
on Picture Post

Tuesday 28 Sept
Paul Atterbury
Garden design

All events are held in the Gold Room, Winter Garden at 7.30pm
Tickets from: The Congress Theatre, Tourist Information Office or
Wendy Bishop 01323 731607 or on the door

